Piaa light wiring diagram

Mount both of the lamps at the same height. Grille guards, light bars and bull bars make
excellent mounting platforms. Cutting of air dam or front bumper cover my be required for
custom installations. Position the lamps at an equal distance from the center of the vehicle and
as far apart as possible. Make sure the auxiliary lamps do not restrict coolant airflow to the
radiator or obstruct the factory headlamps, turn signals, or marker lamps of your vehicle.
Consult your local and state regulations regarding minimum and maximum mounting height
above the ground or specific lighting requirements. Note: This is a general wiring diagram for
automotive applications. Use as reference only. Your lamp kit harness my have different wire
colors. This hook up does away with the headlight lamp connection. Loosen the stud or bolts
securing the fog or driving lamp to the bracket to adjust the lights up or down. Loosen the
mounting bolts to the vehicle to adjust the lights left and right. Position the vehicle on a flat
surface at a distance of 25 feet 7. Measure the distance from the center of the lamp to the
ground and mark off the same height on the wall. For Fog Lamps, adjust them so the top of the
light beam is 4 inches mm below the center line mark on the wall. For Driving Lamps, adjust
them so the bright spot of the beam pattern is on the centerline mark on the wall. Automotive
Accessories Connection. Your car, truck, van, crossover, suv and auto accessories dealer on
the web since Anything on our web site is quoted in US government dollars. Currency
Converter. Quantity discounts available. Copyright: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mounting Mount both of
the lamps at the same height. Automotive Light Color Temperature. Cargo Management. Interior
Auto Accessories. Automotive Lighting. Exterior Accessories. Towing Accessories. Truck Bed
Tonneau Covers. Wiring Diagram Sample. Fixing electrical wiring, more than every other house
project is focused on security. Install an electrical outlet appropriately and it's as safe as this
can be; install it improperly and it can potentially deadly. That is why there are numerous rules
surrounding electrical wiring and installations. The particular rules can be complicated, for
positive, and sometimes complicated, even for master electricians, but you can find basic
concepts and practices that affect almost every electrical wiring project, specially the kind of
which DIYers are qualified to tackle. Piaa Fog Light Wiring Diagram from static-assets. Print the
wiring diagram off in addition to use highlighters to trace the circuit. A single trick that We 2 to
printing the same wiring diagram off twice. Read cabling diagrams from bad to positive and
redraw the signal like a straight line. Electricity is very dangerous and can easily lead to
electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive electrical wiring cases.
However, it is possible to work on minimal electrical wiring in your home provided you follow
safety precautions. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you
need to perfect. You'll be in a lot better position to protect yourself and work better. An RCD
residual current device is one of the most crucial things to have in your circuits. RCDs are
devices that are utilized to monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut
off the current whenever it moves through an unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a
live cable, the RCD would identify the irregular flow of the current and immediately turn off the
circuit. This specific keeps both your family safe. Having the right tools at hand can be another
important aspect of electrical work. For instance, avoid knives as opposed to stripdance when
stripping your wires. Knives may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Opt for
linesman pliers as opposed to the ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires.
Typically the ordinary pliers would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in
future. Likewise, ensure you've got a tester to test the volts of the wire connections before and
after working on them. Terminal cable connections are the finish details of wires, where a
connection with another circuit occurs. These are some of the most common connections,
especially if you're working with receptacles and switches. Terminal connections experience a
lot of stress, and bad joints easily loosen. So here's the key. When wrapping a wire around the
terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. That will way, the mess tightens the relationship
as it will go in. Also ensure that all the wire that's wrapped around the attach is stripped. Inside
case which airport terminal slot, you have to be extra careful. Strip the wire just right such that
no insulation goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any faults here could cause the
wire to the touch the ground wire or box. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. Log in or
Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Xyphon , Oct 4, Hey all - my came with
a set of PIAA lights that would be nice if they worked. I'm trying to figure out how to bypass the
PIAA switch that came with the kit and wire them so that they come on with the high beams. The
whole system doesn't work right now and I'm at a loss as to what is wrong. I'm getting 12 volts
at the main relay from the battery, but after the relay I'm getting no voltage with the bike and
switch on. The relay clicks when I turn the switch on and off and I've tested the relay to confirm
it's working, but still no lights. I'm assuming it's the switch that's bad so I'd rather just bypass it
altogether. The relay isn't like any other that I've dealt with and I'm confused about what the

function of these wires do - it seems like there's too many to just grab a signal from the high
beam circuit to switch the relay. In the photo the middle red wire comes from a switched circuit
off the bike to light the little LED in the switch , but I'm unsure about what to do with the black
and white. How do I bypass this weird little harness and just grab a signal to turn the relay on
with the high beams? For reference the bottom half of the harness goes to the switch and the
top half to the relay. Here's the wiring diagram supplied by PIAA if that's useful at all. Thanks for
your input. I see the problem! You have the PIAA relay, but the leads coming from that relay are
not labeled so it's hard to tell what is what! I totally get that. Then I'd get a regular old 4-terminal
relay. The "trigger" for the relay 85 would tap into the "hot" wire going to the high beam using a
posi-tap. Hopefully, you have a posi-tap laying around. The PIAA's can then be grounded
anywhere that works--the ground lines don't need to go all the way to the battery, just
somewhere on the frame, subframe, motor or wherever there is a good ground. Hensley , Oct 6,
Yes what Drone said If you want to use the piaa relay then you probably will need to find a
wiring schematic for it. If the relay is clicking on with the remote switch then you should get
battery volts to the lights. If you are getting battery volts to the lights and they are not lighting
up then either the lights have a bad ground or the bulbs or lights themselves have a problem
internally. Xyphon , Oct 7, Thanks to the both of you. A full new wiring harness is about 10
bucks so I think I'll just rewire the whole thing. PaulBarton , Oct 7, Joined: Apr 14, Oddometer:
3, Location: Seattle. It seems like both lights wiring goes straight back to the relay which is a
little weird. ADV Sponsors. Based on the wiring instructions it looks like the ground from the
battery is going directly to the lights. But it is hard to tell from that diagram. The 3-wire lead for
that switch allows for the switch illuminator, IIRC. It's a convenient indicator but hardly
necessary to activate the lamps via a triggered relay. And the grounds do not need to be
common. Just fit each ground wire to a solid chunk of nearby metal. Xyphon , Oct 8, So the
three wire on the switch allows it to be illuminated and trigger the relay? The wiring diagram is
pretty bad - I guess it's a matter of figuring out which wire is the trigger and which is the power
for the LED. If the wire colors leading from the PIAA switch are: red; black; and white, then the
white wire is likely the one that feeds the switch's LED. According to the instruction sheet you
posted, that LED switches from red to green when the switch is activated. Drone, either way as
long as they work, it really doesn't matter and I can just leave them on if they are run off the
PIAA switch. I wanted to get rid of it because I was assuming based on my testing that the
switch was bad so I wanted to bypass it. As it is now I have no idea why the lights are not
getting any power. Your idea of taking the whole thing out is still on the table for sure. You must
log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot
your password? Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. CT Dummy
, Apr 18, Joined: Mar 16, Oddometer: I spent the winter setting up my 08 gs and have mounted
some new piaa's, but have not made the electrical connections yet. I had the dealer wire in the
lights on my gs so am not familar with the system. I obviously have the larger pos and negative
terminals I plan to connect directly to the battery terminals. I want to connect the smaller switch
power to only operate when ignition is on so lights can't be switched on accidently and run
battery down. Does anyone definintely know where I can or should make this connection? I hate
chopping up wires. If you can include a picture that would be great. MeanMoe , Apr 18, Joined:
Oct 26, Oddometer: 2, Location: Boonies. Learn to use the search function by looking for posts
by member JimVonBaden with the search terms lights relay diagram. He has a nice drawing of
how the go into the system. There will also be a reference to a CanBus helper, which is a pigtail
to take switched power off the parking light. Another place to draw switched power not lamp
power is the Gps plug on the steering head. JimVonBaden , Apr 19, CT Dummy , Apr 21, Great
diagram, truly over my head at this time. I was looking for a simple wire to grab so I went back
and researched an older thread and found what I believe will help me. Then I noticed that
looking near the back of the headlight, the previous owner had possibly had lights connected to
the white wire as it appears to be bare for about a quarter inch leading to the lamp. If this is the
right place to conect what is the best type of connector to use? Looks tough to get hands close
in. Lensgrinder , Apr 21, I powered it from the battery and ran the switch off of the low beam so
my lights will not come on unless the engine is running. Joined: Jan 27, Oddometer: 3,
Location: right here,right now. It works well,and no cutting of the harness. ADV Sponsors. So is
the stripped back white wire I refered to earlier the low beam wire? Am I on the right track here?
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My
password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' GS Boxers ' started by varoom , Sep 30, Log
in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. PIAA wiring diagram? Hello all, I
searched the archives and am mechanically challenged I cannot seem to find any wiring
schematics - looking for idiots guide to lighting or a guru who can point me in the right direction
Lights were working when I got bike but sometime Saturday afternoon stopped working. The

install has wires running up to a toggle switch and then activated by high-beam switch so that
both the toggle switch and highs have to be on for the s to work, however they are not working.
I am trying to trace the problem and have made it to the relay? There is a black box relay that
appears to be okay - I can feel it click when toggle switch is turned on giving it juice - after that I
am lost. I have the tank off and all seems well up to the relay which has a 30amp fuse that looks
good. I pulled the windscreeen and 'nose cone cover? Any pointer or tips? Also, is there a
minimum voltage required for the PIAAs? Multimeter sez only Richard Denver, CO. Kaumajet ,
Sep 30, Joined: Jun 10, Oddometer: 10, Location: Delete this profile. If the relay is clicking, and
it is indeed the relay for the lights, then your problem is in the light power itself, and not the
switching. Do the following in order. Check the fuse. Check the ground for the lights. Check the
connection where the lights get their power not the switch, the lights. Should be direct to
battery 4. Check all connections downstream from the relay to the lamps. Check bulbs. It's
possible that both have blown, especially if they have seen an overvoltage event, or got wet.
Frank Warner , Sep 30, If you can get to the wires on the relay and have a volt meter Of the thick
wires one should go to the battery via a fuse might be red check for battery voltage.. If the relay
clicks then the two thin wires are OK. If you get the above readings ok but it still does not work
then your relay is probably gone Frank Warner Glamour shots on barber shop wall date from s. I
even pulled apart and rewired connections from piaa to high beam and high beam switch
System is not quite a 'default' install. Attached is poor man's schematic. Those s sure are some
nice looking ornaments Kaumajet , Oct 1, Looks like the relay gets its main power for the lamps
from the high beam circuit in your schematic. This is not good, it shoudl come from the battery
directly, and should definately be fused. The only power that should come from the high beam
circuit is the power to run the relay. Does your high beam light still work? If the power taps
downstream from the bulb, then everything will die when the bilb fails. Did you check the high
beam fuse? Sorry if much of this seems obvious, it's hard without seeing the setup. If all of the
above fails, get a new harness from Cycle Gadgets and do it right yourself. Frank Warner , Oct
1, Ummm where are the lamps connected to be battery positive? You have only shown one wire
from the lamps Is the lamps other connection and there MUST be another connection throught
the lamp body to the frame? If so the relay connection to the battery I think the relay connection
to the headlight is so the the PIAAs only come on when the headlight is on I am assumeing that
it is a thin wire going to the relay coil I'd say the the relay connection here goes to your switch
and the other side of the switch goes to ground So 2 mistakes on the diagram But I think you
will find it as I have comments above? ADV Sponsors. The relay allows you to use a particular
source for switch power, like the high beam circuit, without drawing lamp current from that
circuit. In your diagram, it looks as if this set-up takes all lamp power from the high beam
circuit, which is designed with a single 55watt bulb in mind, and was never intended to support
two extra watt lamps. It's only a matter of time before you have problems with this, and those
could range from a fried circuit to fire. I really feel you should install a switch, powered from the
high beam circuit, and run your lamp power through a relay off the battery. Look at Razorbaks
diagram You show no second connection for the PIAA lamps. You show some healight
switching But you need to wire the powerfull part of the relay circuit the thick wires directly
from the battery The two smaller wires that go to the relay are the control part - see Razorbaks
diagram. That's it man - the diagram worked like a champ! Sorry for the dumb questions but am
on the low-end of the learning curve here. Things are looking much better - got almost all the
wires re-ran as per the diagram even labeled Powering the relay straight from the battery works
too I think my lack of multimeter experience may have missed a break in the original wire I could
have swore it said zero! Just need to find a good place to stash one more wire and hopefully get
the instrument panel, the lights, gas tank, etc put back on. Anyway this is going to be my long
distance bike so it's just as well I know where everything is now instead of at 3 am on Hwy 50 in
Nevada Thanks for all the help - I'll have a drink for each of y'all! Richard "What does this thing
do? Here is shot of relay just behind the forks. Notice wet silicone on relay box - pulled it apart
and now trying to seal it against rain. Red wire runs to PIAA relay, white wire is high beam
positive, brown is high beam ground. On a side note: WTF?? Picked up some in the copper
section of plumbing at Home Depot. Also - others probably already know about this but it was a
new discovery for me Kaumajet , Oct 2, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Remember Me? Site
Navigation. Mike G. I did some searching on here and got just enough info. I was wondering if
anybody has done a write up on this with the 5th gen. I do not want a separate switch for the
aux. I hope this is pretty easy to do, if not I may have a shop to it. Thanks for any help! I've
made zero cuts into the OEM wiring. If you choose to remove a bit of insulation from the OEM
wires you can skip the sockets. You can also skip the wire into the cab and ground it under the
hood. Skip all the wiring associated with the fog lamps too. It's a real simple modification. I am

no wiring expert so I had to take a few minutes to figure out that diagram. The 20A relay that is
labeled Driving lamps , is that a factory relay already present or is that aftermarket? If it is a
factory relay, where is it located? This actually looks pretty easy, I usually find out that once I
get all of the pieces laid out it will make even more sense. Originally Posted by Mike G.
Originally Posted by Froggy. I have no idea what is included with your PIAA 's. I provided the
micro relay labled 'Driving Lamps'. With just your driving lamps likely a 20 amp fuse will do. I've
attached a stripped down version of the drawing. If needed, I can make it even simpler. Rest in
Peace Seattle Mike Originally Posted by harper7. Geez Froggy You've been keeping these great
skills from us all this time! Seriously great work on the write-ups and nice contribution to the
forum! Mods should sticky these or a link to them IMO. You saved me some time with the
diagram, this should make it a lot easier project. Thanks again, and I agree this should be saved
as a sticky. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for identification
purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us
now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Posts: View Public Profile.
Find More Posts by Mike G. Froggy Member. Attached Images. Toyota 4Runner Front Lighting
Modifications. Find More Posts by Froggy. Quote: Originally Posted by Mike G. Find More Posts
by harper7. Quote: Originally Posted by harper7 Geez Froggy You've been keeping these great
skills from us all this time! Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Looking to Buy Piaa wiring harness.
Wiring multiple PIAA's? How would I go about wiring a third Piaa light? User Name: Password:
Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Discussion in ' Lighting '
started by McMash , Jun 26, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You
are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Should I get these headlight bulbs? RGB rock light instillation. Post Reply. So with all that out
there, I could use some help. I have two sets of PIAA lights: driving and fog. Everything works
fine, but those little button pods are asinine. Right now the PIAA's are just hooked to constant
power no ignition or accessory circuit tie-in , so I imagine I'll need to find some acc. If any of
you have done this and could grant me the necessary information and knowledge, I beseech
thee. Thank you! McMash , Jun 26, Bilsteins, clazzio leather, audio consists of stereo
integrity,fosgate power amps,sundown audio, hybrid audio. Plus more This is the same thing
that I'm gonna try and do tonight. I will let you know if there's any sparks or flames from my wire
splicing. McMash [OP] likes this. Excellent, good luck! Same type of switches? Definitely let me
know how the wiring goes. And take some pics! Unless there are flames. Or pics with flames
would be cool too. McMash , Jun 27, Mine are wired to dash rockers. Of course, I took it to the
people who installed the lights and said; "Here, make these work! Skrain , Jun 27, McMash , Jun
29, McMash i haven't gotten to it yet. Still working on house. I ordered one of the push switches
that go into the Tacoma blanks. I seen a diagram on google where u can wire three wire switch
to five or 6. It looks very easy. Let me see if I can find that diagram. Sandman , Jun 30, McMash ,
Jun 30, McMash , Jul 5, Show Ignored Content. Scanning Led Module. Seal-All Contact
Adhesive and Sealant - 2 fl oz. Compatible with 3rd Gen Toyota Tacoma. Osram W 12V GY6.
Channellock 9. H11 Male and Female Wire Harness. Username or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Discussion in ' Technical Chat ' started by pooj10 , Feb 18, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World.
Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Simple dash switch wiring question. Anyone know
Post Reply. I just know this topic has been beaten to death and I have read through several
posts on auxillary light wiring but I need some help. Where I live in IL the police are very hard on
teen drivers!!! By state law these lights must be wired to the high beam circuit so they cannot
come on when low beams are utilized. I know if he were to be stopped that he will be ticketed. I
have the harness that came with the light kit installed, but I am unsure where to tap the switch
power wire for PIAA s relay into the high beam circuit to only provide power to the auxillary
driving lights when the high beams are on. Any suggestions? When I look at the vehicle
headlight schematic it appears there is always power to the head lights once the relay is closed
the combination switch ground side switches for the high and low beams. Your help is greatly
appreciated. Well it was nice enough yesterday I pulled out the multimeter and figured it out. I
then removed the connector from the drivers side headlight hooked up the multimeter to ground
on the battery and probed the connector. When the combination switch in the cab has the low
beam in the "on" position the right side of the connector has 12V, when you have the high
beams turned on the top terminal of the headlight connector has 12V as well. On my truck the
red and green wire goes to the top terminal and is what I tapped into for the trigger wire to
supply 12V to the oem switch inside the cab which in turn provides a switched power source to
the relay to turn the driving lights on and off. The driving lights now cannot be activated when

low beams are on, but when the high beams are on can be turned on and off. I believe I have
done this correctly and in looking at the schematics, it appears I have. If anyone has any
comments or question please let me know. U have any pictures of how u set it up?? I been
trying to wire it but no luck so car. Not good with the wiring and all. I want to know if it runs into
the cab and where. I would like to tap it inside the cab so I don't have to run another wire
through my firewall. I was looking at a cluster of wires coming from my steering column and I
was hoping to tap it there. Is it in that mess somewhere or am I looking in the wrong spot? Erik ,
Aug 19, Pugga , Aug 19, Yota Toy , Aug 19, Erik , Aug 20, Pugga , Aug 20, Install done. Will post
pics to my build thread tomorow and hopefully I have enough for a halfway decen
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t write up. I ended up wiring up a fuse tap with a diode to the high beam fuse in the engine
compartment fuse box. I ran my fuse tap wire back through the firewall and up to my switch. I
made an attempt at finding the wire that ran to the hi beam fuse in the cluster of wires that ran
through the firewall, but decided it was too cramped and I don't have the patience to find a
needle in a haystack. Thats why I took the easy route and tapped it like a cousin from maine.
Erik , Aug 26, Heres the link to the write up for what I did. I still could not find the red green wire
that I was looking for, so I used a fuse tap off of the hi-beam fuse in the engine compartment
fuse box. Erik , Sep 7, Show Ignored Content. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid
Protectant, 10 oz. Spicer X Center Bearing. Spicer X U-Joint Kit. Compact Design. Viair 88P
Portable Air Compressor. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

